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Report to:  Police Authority 


Agenda item: 4 


Date:  7 July 2011 


Subject:  Chief Executive Report 


Sponsor:  Chief Executive 


For:      Information 


 


1. Purpose of Paper 


1.1 The purpose of this report is to summarise the work of the 


Executive since the last Police Authority meeting to inform 


Members. 


 


2. PSA and Charging Update 


2.1 The draft PSA is presented at agenda item 10 


 


2.2 Work is continuing on the charges post 2013, the work has been 


split into three parts, the suitability of the Matrix model on all the 


PSA Holders; the suitability of the proxies used and any other 


proxies that could be used; and the risks on the post 2013 


charges. The outcome will be presented to the Strategy Group in 


July. 


 


3. Purpose of Paper 


3.1 The Chief Executive’s objectives were approved at the 


Appointments and Remuneration Committee on 14 June 2011 


and objectives for the Executive Team have been cascaded from 


these. 
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3.2 These are covered in the Business Plan which has now been 


finalised.  Progress against the Business Plan will be reported to 


the Authority on a quarterly basis through the Chief Executive’s 


Report from the September meeting.   


 


4. Scottish Affairs 


4.1 ACC Scotland attended the ACPOS Annual Conference in early 


June and provided a brief for the Authority on the key debates 


arising.  Of particular note were:  


• An address from the Kenny MacAskill, Cabinet Secretary 


for Justice in which he suggested that the police reform 


agenda in Scotland was still open but the case for a 


single Scottish force had been strengthened following 


recent consultation.  The reform debate continues to be 


driven by both economic pressures and ensuring delivery 


of appropriate policing services to communities.  The 


Permanent Secretary to the Scottish Government 


emphasised the need for any new structural 


arrangements to continue to build on recent 


achievements in performance, community relationships, 


local partnership building and creative problem solving. 


 


4.2 In response the ACPOS President asked that the way forward 


be informed by: 


 
• The business cases for the identified options 


 
• Taking into account what the public actually wants 


 
• A shared understanding of the accountability model 


developed to support  any new structure    
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4.3 The model of accountability in any new policing structure was 


debated by HMICS, the Sustainable Policing Project Board and 


ACPO (England & Wales) which called for Government 


direction on the topic as the proposed change was being 


driven by Government  


 


4.4 New structures within the Scottish Crime and Drug 


Enforcement Agency were presented along with a request that 


serious and organised crime issues were not overlooked in 


debates about future structures  


 


4.5 The ACPOS 2011-14 Scottish Strategic Assessment was 


launched and integrates both operational and business risks. 


Highest risk priorities within the assessment are: 


  


• Public protection  
 


• Terrorism 
 


• Antisocial Behaviour  
 


• Serious and Organised Crime Groups  
 


• Drugs 
 


• Violence    
 


5. Progress on Annual Accounts 


5.1 A fuller paper is presented at agenda item 5. The accounts have 


been agreed by the Audit Committee, subject to approval from 


the Treasury on the WAN expenditure. If this authority is 


forthcoming, the unqualified accounts will be laid before 


parliament prior to the recess.  
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5.2 Before the Audit Committee the full accounts were circulated to 


all Members of the Authority for comment and where 


appropriate, amendments were made. 


 


6. Update on the Police and Social Responsibility Bill 


6.1 The Bill has reached the report stage in the House of Lords and 


a line by line examination of the Bill took place on 29 June. 


Amendments discussed covered clause 1 and schedule 1 (on 


Police and Crime Commissioners) and schedule 2 (on Chief 


Constables) of the Bill. A second day of report stage is 


scheduled for 4 July. 


 


6.2 A verbal update on recent BTPA engagement on the Bill will be 


provided in the meeting.   


 


7. McNulty Review 


7.1 Members will be aware that the final report of the McNulty Rail 


Review team ‘Realising the Potential of GB Rail’ was published 


on 19th May. We understand that the Government response is 


likely to be published some time after the summer recess and 


until that time we are not clear which of the recommendations 


are likely to be progressed.  


 


7.2 In order to distil the key messages emerging and to prepare a 


draft response to the recommendations of the Review, a small 


project group has been formed which brings together personnel 


from BTP and the BTPA Executive. The project work 


commenced on 1st July and has initially been focused on 


identifying the recurring themes and metrics within the report 


and the explicit and implicit recommendations to which the 
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Force and Authority will wish to respond. A detailed review of a 


value for money study of BTP carried out as part of the McNulty 


review is also underway.  


 


7.3 The project group will initially work full-time on the response 


and the initial work packages emerging throughout July.  During 


this time the group will be providing regular updates to the 


Chairman, Chief Constable and Chief Executive with more 


detailed initial outputs being considered by the Strategy Group 


at its meeting on 14th July.  


 


8. London North Custody Unit Visit 


8.1 Members of the Professional Standards Committee and the 


Executive Team were given a tour of the new London North 


Custody facility.  The tour was led by Inspector John Purcell who 


had been the Project Manager and Inspector Chris Bragg who is 


the current manager of the facility.   


 


8.2 Members were very impressed with the custody suite and the 


facilities offered.  The layout and facilities appeared well thought 


through and offered innovative solutions to meet Home Office 


requirements, such as the use of solar tubes to ensure that cells 


and the booking in area had natural light but also helped keep 


energy costs down.   The search area was equipped with a smart 


water detection capability which was useful in the fight against 


cable theft.  Interview rooms had also been designed and 


equipped so that they could be used as virtual courts in the 


future once the technology for this became available at the 


courts. 
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8.3 Feedback from the staff at the facility was that it was operating 


well and there had been no teething problems.  The 


establishment of an Investigation Support Unit was considered a 


particular success, as this enabled officers to get back out on 


patrol quickly with an investigation being carried out and files 


developed 


 


9. Pensions Update 


9.1 Work continues on the governance around the pension schemes 


and proposals to changes around the investment strategy. A 


meeting is scheduled with RPMI to discuss the proposals. 


 


9.2 We await the formal notification of the pension valuation results 


for the police staff which are due to be presented to the 


Management Committee on 8 July 2011. A verbal update on the 


results will be given at the meeting. It is worth noting that the 


revised assumptions around pay have been accepted by the 


scheme actuary and the trustee. 


 


10. Member Recruitment 


10.1 The DfT advertised for a new Deputy Chair and new Authority 


Members on 13 June 2011.  The closing date was Monday 27 June 


2011.  The sift was held on Thursday 30 June 2011 with the 


following applications being received:- 


Deputy Chair - 6 


Rail   - 7 


Passengers  - 19 


 


 
10.2 Final interviews will be held on Friday 8 July 2011.  
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10.3 Members approved the appointment of Colin Foxall as the new 


Chair of the Audit Committee following Sir David O’Dowd’s 


retirement from the Authority on 30 June 2011.  A new Policing 


Plan Group Chair will also be appointed shortly. 


 


11. Update on Recruitment 


11.1 The Authority had a strong response to its advertisement for the 


new post of Director of Corporate Resources with nearly 60 


applicants.  Having reviewed applications a long list meeting 


took place on Wednesday 22 June.  Following this Preliminary 


Interviews were held by Andrew Figgures and Mark Turner with 


10 long listed candidates on 27 and 28 June.  The final interviews 


are scheduled for 25 July.  


 
12. Strategic Performance Dashboard - Update 


12.1 The Strategic Dash has been amended to reflect comments 


made in the last Police Authority meeting and subsequent 


comments from Authority Members.  


 


12.2 The dash has been updated to include quarter one data where 


possible. Subject to the layout and type of content being 


approved, the dash will be emailed to members on a quarterly 


basis, with the Quarter One dash being fully updated and sent 


out once the first quarterly Authority Meetings have taken place. 
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13. Contracts 


13.1 The Chief Executive signed off the following contracts: 


• Grant letter signed to Welsh Assembly Government – 26.5.11 


[Co-signed by BTPA Finance Director] 


• Simons Muirhead & Burton – Terms and conditions – 2.6.11 


 


13.2 In the Chief Executives absence the Authority Finance Director 


signed and sealed the following contracts under delegated 


authority: 


• Deed of Amendment, Railway Pension Scheme – BTP 


Superannuation Fund – 20.6.11 


• Deed of Amendment, Railway Pension Scheme – BTP 


Superannuation Fund – 20.6.11 


 


14. Out of Committee Business 


14.1 Appointment of Colin Foxall as Audit Committee Chair – see 


section 10.3 and the Audit Committee minutes at agenda item 


5.d on the Police Authority Agenda – 7.7.11 


 


15. Recommendations 


15.1 Members are asked to note this report. 
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Quarter 1 2011-12 
Strategic Dash (draft) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operational 
Delivery 
 


Current Situation Status / 
Actual 


 Trend 


Q1 Q2 
 


2 


1 
 
 


 
7 
 
 


Common & 
local targets 
performance 
(incl. sickness 
& response 
times) i 
 
(Performance 
Review Group) 


Q1 to May 2011. 
 
Force targets missed: 
• Reduce recorded disruption-related offences to 


2,560, by 426 offences; 
• Reduce recorded staff assaults to 474, by 20 


offences; 
• Reduce recorded ASB incidents (excl. police 


generated) to 3175, by 76 offences. 
 
25 of 48 local targets were being achieved. No force 
areas were achieving all local targets. 


 


 
 - 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Legend Legend 
Green  Substantial Assurance   Improving trend 
Amber  Reasonable Assurance   Stable trend 
Red  Limited Assurance   Deteriorating trend 


 
 
Finance 
 
 


Current Situation Status / 
Actual 


 Trend 


Cashflow ii 
(Finance Group) 


Q4 figures still to be published to Finance Group. 
 
Q3 Cash balance: £17m.  Forecast position: £10m. 


£17m   
BTP to Q3: 1.2% variance (£1,789k). 
Forecast outturn for 2010/11: 0.5% underspend (£969k) 0.5%  - 
LU to Q3: 2.3% variance (£792k) 
Forecast outturn for 2010/11: 0.8% underspend 
(£400k). 


0.8%  - 


Revenue 
budget 
(BTP/A) iii 
(Finance Group) 


BTPA actual to Q4: £25.5k underspend 1.3%  - 
Capital 
programme iv  
(Finance Group) 


The capital outturn to Q3 was identified at £8,989k, as 
compared to the approved programme of £9m. 
 


0.1%   


Aged debt – Q4 current:     93.35% 
Aged debt – Q4 +30 days:  2.70% 
Aged debt – Q4 +60 days: 0.01% 


Debtors 
recovery v 
(Finance Group) 


Outstanding total core 
PSA debtors at end of Q4: 
£12,386k 


Aged debt – Q4 +90 days: 3.94% 


  


Headcount 
versus 
establishment 
vi 
(Finance Group) 


At Q3 BTP was 169.0 FTEs below the overall 
establishment at the end of period 9. This is an 
improvement from 179.5 FTEs below at Q2. 


169  
FTEs below   


Overtime: 
£545k 


ov d erspen


Police officer 
pay vii 
(Finance Group) 


At Q3: £545k overspend on police officer overtime. 
This is an increase of £301k, compared to the £244k 
predicted overspend. Police officer pay costs 
(excluding overtime), however, have improved by 
£777k during the same period. 


Police 
Officer Pay: 
Improved 


£777k   
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C


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


People and 
ulture 


 


Current Situation 
 


Status / 
Actual 


 Trend 


Mandatory Training – maintain training (OPT, First Aid, 
 Track Safety) 90%.


(for Q1 up to May) 


93.6% (90% 
target)  - 


Learning & 
evelopment  D viii


Review Group) 


 
(Performance Supervisor Training (ensure training is commenced for 


h of taking up supervisory duties) 90% within 1 mont
(for Q1 up to May) 


50%  
(90% 


target) 
 - 


Delivery of 
Equality & 
Human Rights 


trategy  S ix


Review Group) 


 
(Performance 


The Performance Review Group is satisfied that, 
although the content of proposed diversity legislation 
is still to be confirmed, the force is doing more than is 
equired.  r


 
Q1 to May: 15.9% female officers and 6.9% BME officers. 
This is above the 2010-11 target for BME officers to be 
at least 6.6%, but slightly below the target for female 
police officer representation to be 16%. 


15.9% female 
officers 


 
6.9% BME 


officers 


  


Employee 
Turnover x 
 
(Performance 
Review Group) 


Police Staff turnover: 11.7% 


Overall staff turnover for the 12 months to the end of 
Q1 (up to May): 8.2%. Turnover for 2010-11 Q4 was 


.6%. 9
 


t A end of Q1 (up to May): 
• Police officer turnover: 6.3%    
• PCSO turnover: 11.3%  
 •


 
No other issues of note. 


8.2%   


Employee 
Satisfaction 


Information to be added once available N/A   


Complaints / 
C xionduct  
 
(Professional 
Standards 
Comm


es at the end of Q4. This 
as a 6.7% reduction from Q3 


ues 
e of conduct allegations. 


11% decrease 


ittee) 


153 complaint and conduct cas
w
 
Incivility continues to occupy the largest share of 
complaint allegations.  Discreditable conduct contin
to occupy the largest shar


  


Number of 
grievances  xii


 
(Professional 
Standards 
Committee) 


Q1 to May: 14 grievances.  
The department target is to reduce the number of 
grievances received from 2010-11 levels (96). 


14 
(2011-12 


target:96 [8 
per month]) 


  


 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Organisational 
Development 
 


Current Situation Status / 
Actual 


 Trend 


Strategic 
Risks 


Q4 Q1 
 


10 3 


13 12 


2 5 


Risk 
management 
(BTP/A)  xiii


 
(Audit Committee) 


BTP high risk entry SR57 relates to the failure to 
address issues of training, interoperability and legal 
powers regarding firearms. SR33, which remains 
Red, relates operational delivery and performance in 
the event of terrorist incidents.  
 
The BTPA high risk entries ASR50 and ASR52 relate 
to risks of the post 2013/14 PSA and charging 
regime.  ASR53, which remains Red, relates to the 
outcomes of the Comprehensive Spending Review 
and the McNulty review.  


28 20 


  


0 
Substantial 
Assurance 


4 
Reasonable 
Assurance 


Audit & 
inspection 
outcomes (level 
of assurance / 
gradings given) 


v xi


 
 (Audit Committee)


At end of Q1: 
• Compliance Review of Information Governance 


Arrangements; 
• Follow up and Compliance Review of Business 


and Travel Arrangements 
• Assurance Review of Payroll Arrangements 
• Compliance Review of Debtors Arrangements 0  


Limited 
urance Ass


  


Post-inspection 
improvement 


 plans progress


Information expected from July 2011 onwards. N/A   


Strategic Plan 
delivery/Futures 
Programme 
delivery  


T
  


his is due to be available from July 2011 onwards. N/A   


 
Other Issues Current Situation  Previous Situation / Other Comments 


Other issues 
arising this 
quarter 
 


Content to be added as issues arise, 
but could include: 
Accounts progress  
Charges calculation progress 


n progress BTPA Business Pla
IPCC Engagement 


N/A 
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Appendix A Method 
                                                 
i Assurance: Mean RAG rating for force progress against national targets (Quarter RAG 
ratings as per 2010-11 national targets for Policing Plan Objectives). 
 
ii Substantial Assurance: Cash position forecast is better than previous period, Reasonable 
Assurance: same as previous period, Limited Assurance: less than previous period. 
 
iii Revenue budget is Green: forecast 1.5% or less underspend, Amber: 1.5-3% underspend, 
Red: over 3% underspend, or any overspend. 
 
iv Capital outturn is Green: forecast 1.5% or less underspend, Amber: 1.5-3% underspend, 
Red: over 3% underspend, or any overspend. 
 
v Substantial Assurance: Higher proportion of aged debt is within the current and +30 
days categories, Reasonable Assurance: Higher proportion of aged debt is within the +30 
and +60 days categories, Limited Assurance: Higher proportion of aged debt is within the 
+60 and +90 days categories.  
 
vi Substantial Assurance: Headcount is less than 2% under establishment, Reasonable 
Assurance: 2-5% under establishment, Limited Assurance: More than 5% under 
establishment, or over establishment. 
 
vii Substantial Assurance: Net underspend for police officer pay costs, Reasonable 
Assurance: net underspend, but deteriorating trend, for police officer pay costs, Limited 
Assurance: Net overspend. 
 
viii Assurance: Mean RAG rating for BTP Learning and Development Tasks/Objectives 
(Quarter RAG ratings as per Departmental Key Performance Indicators). 
 
ix Assurance: Mean RAG rating taken from situation overview, and BME and female officer 
representation. Situation overview is a subjective view taken from previous Performance 
Review Group (Green). BME and female officer representation based on internal staff 
representation targets. BME officer representation target is to maintain the levels at 31 
March 2010 (6.6%). Female officer representation target is to improve representation from 
the measure at 31 March 2010 (16%). High Assurance: At or above 6.6% BME / 16% female 
officer representation, Reasonable Assurance: 5% or less under 6.6% or 16% of officers 
respectively, Limited Assurance: more than 5% under 6.6% or 16% of officers respectively. 
 
x Assurance: High Assurance: turnover decreased from previous period; Reasonable 
Assurance: increased 5% or less than previous period; Limited Assurance: increased by 6% 
or more. 
 
xi Assurance: High Assurance: number of complaint & conduct cases decreased from 
previous period; Reasonable Assurance: increased 5% or less than previous period; 
Limited Assurance: increased by 6% or more. 
 
xii Assurance: As per RAG rating reported in Human Resources Monthly Management 
Information Report. 
 
xiii Assurance: Mean risk RAG rating. Quarter risk ratings are total number of risks shown 
on BTP and BTPA risk registers as per Audit Committee BTP Risk Management Update 
and Audit Committee BTPA Risk Register. 
 
xiv Assurance: Mean RAG rating for Tribal Internal Assurance Report assurance ratings 
Green: mostly substantial assurance, Amber: mostly reasonable assurance, Red: mostly 
limited assurance. 
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